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In his recent paper [ 11, Dade established theexistence of some (rather 
unexpected) invariants of certain rreducible characters of finite groups. 
The purpose of the present paper is to state and to provide a relatively easy 
proof or a somewhat weakened and less general form of Dade’s result. In 
fact, Dade, in his introduction t  [11, explicitly encouraged me to publish 
this implified approach. 
To explain and motivate our theorem, we need to discuss “ tabilizer 
limits.” Let x E Irr(G). (We work only with characters over the complex 
numbers. Dade, on the other hand, considers other characteristic zero fields 
too.) If Ma G and 8 is an irreducible constituent of xM, let T= Z&O), the 
inertia group. Then there is a unique character VEIrr(TI 0)such that 
qG =x. We call q the Clzfford correspondent of x with respect to0. (Note 
that by taking M = 1, we see that x is one of its own Clifford correspon- 
dents.) We can repeat his process and consider Clifford correspondents 
(in T) for the Clifford correspondent q E Irr( T) of x. A character $ arising 
via any number of such iterations, we call a compound ClifSord correspon- 
dent (CCC) of x and we denote the set of these objects byCCC(x). Note 
that if Ic/ ECCC(X), then Ic/“=x. 
Consider “minimal” element of CCC(x). These are the compound Clif- 
ford correspondents $ of x which themselves have no proper Clifford 
correspondents. (In other words, they are quasiprimitive.) Following 
T. Berger and Dade, we call these characters thestabilizer limits ofx. What 
do the different stabilizer limits for a given xE Irr(G) have in common? In 
general, the answer is “not much”. 
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Now fix Na G and consider Clifford correspondents a d compound 
Clifford correspondents for xwith the additional restriction that at every 
stage of the iterated process, when the normal subgroup M is chosen, it
satilies MEN. We shall write CCC,(x) ECCC(x) to denote the set of 
these characters. (Note that CCC,(x) =CCC(x) and CCC,(x) = (~1.) 
For N Q G, the N-relative stabilizer limits ofx are the minimal elements 
of CCC,&). These are precisely the characters IJ ECCC,(x) such that I,+,,,, 
is homogeneous for every Mu T with A4 G T n N, where T is the domain 
of ~9. (Note that relative stabilizer limits are not, in general, actually 
stabilizer limits.) 
THEOREM A. Let N 4 G be nilpotent and let x E Irr(G). Then all N- 
relative stabilizr limits ofx have equal degrees. 
As an application, we obtain the following. 
THEOREM B. Let N = F(G) and assume xN is irreducible for some 
character x of G. Then all primitive characters (ofsubgroups ofG) which 
induce x have equal degrees. 
The key to our proof of Theorem A is to produce a non-iterative charac- 
terization of the N-relative stabilizer limits for xE Irr(G) when N 4 G is 
nilpotent. We begin with a result which allows us to reduce to the case 
where x,,, ishomogeneous. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. Let N u G and x E Irr(G). Let5 E Irr(S) with S c G, 
and suppose 5 is N-relative stabilizer limit for x. Then 
(a) SSnN has a unique irreducible constituent cp. 
(b) cpN = 8 is an irreducible constituent of xN. 
(c) 5 is an N-relative stabilizer limit for n, where n is the Chfford 
correspondent of x with respect to6. 
Proof Part (a) is clear bythe choice ofr. If S= G, then cp =8 and x = q 
and there is nothing further to prove and so we assume S< G and let II/ be 
the first proper Clifford correspondent in the chain from xto r. Thus there 
exist Mu G with MEN and an irreducible constituent c( of xM such that 
II/ E Irr(TI C ) and II/” = x, where T= Z,(a). Also, 5 is an (Nn T)-relative 
stabilizer limit for II/ and working by induction on ICI, we have qN n ’ = fi 
is an irreducible constituent of $Nn T. 
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Now MGNn T and since $,,, is a multiple oftl, we conclude that 
/I EIrr( T n N 1 CI) and thus /I” =0 is irreducible by the Clifford correspon- 
dence in N. To complete he proof of (b), we need to check that 8is a con- 
stituent of xN. By Mackey’s theorem, however, (rsncv)” is aconsituent of 
x,,, and (b) follows. 
Let U = Z,(O) and note that Un T= Z,(b) since /Iis uniquely determined 
by cx and 0 and uniquely determines 8. Let y E Irr( U n TI /I) be the Clifford 
correspondent of II/ with respect to/I. Since [ is an (N n T)-relative 
stabilizer limit for II/, part (c) of the inductive hypothesis implies that <is 
an (N n T)-relative stabilizer limit for y. 
Now U n T = Z,(a) and y E Irr( U n TI a) and so y u is irreducible. Also,
(y”)” = yG = (Y’)~ = $” = x. Furthermore, yD lies over 0since (yTn N)N is a 
multiple of b” = 8. It follows that y” = r~ and so y is the Clifford correspon- 
dent for qwith respect to a. Since 5is an (N n T)-relative stabilizer limit 
for y, it is an N-relative stabilizer limit for q, as desired. 1 
In the situation of Theorem A, we are given two N-relative stabilizer 
limits <,and t2 for x. Let Oi, 8, E Irr(N) be associated with these as in 
Proposition 2.1.Conjugating by an appropriate el ment of G, we can 
replace t2 and assume 8, = 8,. (This does not change the degree oft2.) By 
Proposition 2.1,both r, and t2 are N-relative stabilizer limits for some 
character q whose restriction to N is a multiple of Or. It follows that it suf- 
fices toprove Theorem A in the case where xN is homogeneous. We shall 
be concerned with this case only from now on. 
As in [2], we say that (H, M, cp) is a character t iple ifM-=I H and 
cp EIrr(M) is invariant i  H.We shall say that his triple is quasiprimitiue if 
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cp w is homogeneous for all W G M with W 4 H. We need one further 
definition. Suppose (G, N, 13) is a character triple. By an inductor for 
(G, N, 13) we mean a character triple (H, M, cp) for which NH = G, 
N n H = M and cp N= 8. Note that if (H, M, cp) is an inductor for (G, N, O), 
then every inductor for (H, M, cp) is also an inductor of(G, N, 0). 
The following will perhaps explain the name “inductor.” 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let (H, M, cp) be an inductor for (G, N, 0). Then induction 
defines a bijection from Irr(H( cp) onto Irr(G If?). 
Proof: This is Corollary 4.3of [3]. 1 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. Let (G, N, 0) be a character t iple with N nilpotent 
and fix x E Irr( G 10). 
(a) Zf (H, A4, cp) is an inductor for (G, N, e), let $ E Irr(HI cp) with 
$” = x. Then $ E CCC,(x). 
(b) Every $ E CCC,(x) arises a in (a). 
(c) Zf II/ is as in (a), then $ is an N-relative stabilizer limit for x iff the 
triple (H, M, cp) is quasiprimitive. 
Note that for each inductor (H, M, cp) for (G, N, e), there is by 
Lemma 2.2 a unique $ E Irr(HI cp) with $” = x. The point of 
Proposition 2.3 is that we have abijection between CCC,(x) and the set of 
inductors for(G, N, 0). Under this bijection, the N-relative stabilizer limits 
correspond exactly tothe quasiprimitive nductors. 
Proof of Proposition 2.3. Assume the situation of (a). If H= G then 
II/ =x and there is nothing to prove and so we suppose H < G and thus 
M< N. Let K= MN, the normal closure, so that K< N (because N is 
nilpotent) and let T= KH and q = tiT. 
Since H normalizes M and NH = G, we conclude that K a G. Let c1= (Pi 
so that a~Irr(K) and note that since H stabilizes cp, italso stabilizes ct 
which is therefore invariant i  T. Now txN =8 E Irr(N) and thus IN(E) = K. 
It follows that ZJCL) = T. Also, q E Irr(TI c() and qG = x and thus vis the 
Clifford correspondent of x with respect to 01. 
Now (H, M, cp) is an inductor for (T, K, CI) and so, working by induc- 
tion, II/ E CCC,(q) and (a) follows. 
To prove (b), suppose q is the Clifford correspondent of x with respect to 
some irreducible constitutent /I ofxL where LEN and La G. Thus 
q E Irr( TIfl) where T= Z&b) and we have NT= G since N is transitive on 
the set of irreducible constituents of xL (which are precisely the irreducible 
constituents of 0,). Let K= Tn N and let c1 EIrr(K) be the Clifford 
correspondent of 8 with respect to/I. Then (T, K, a) is an inductor for 
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(G, N, 0). We may assume T< G and apply induction t  identify CCC,(q) 
with the characters $ E Irr(HI cp) with tiT= q, where (H, M, cp) is an induc- 
tor for (T, K, a). Since any such inductor is also an inductor for (G, N, 13) 
part (b) follows. 
Now let $E CCC,(x) and suppose $ E Irr(HI cp) where (H, M, cp) is an 
inductor for (G, N, 0) Then II/ is an N-relative stabilizer limit for 1precisely 
when $K is homogeneous for all K Q H and KC N. This is just he con- 
dition which says that (H, M, cp) is quasiprimitive. i 
(2.4) COROLLARY. Let (G, N, 0) be a character triple with N nilpotent. 
Then 
(a) (G, N, 19) has a quasiprimitive inductor. 
(b) Suppose (G, N, 0) is quasiprimitive. Then (G, N, 13) has no proper 
inductors. 
Proof Let xE Irr(G IO). There certainly exists some N-relative stabilizer 
limit for x and by 2.3(c), this implies the existence of a quasiprimitive 
inductor as equired in (a). 
Given that (G, N, 0) is quasiprimitive, x has no proper Clifford 
correspondent withrespect to a normal subgroup contained in N and so 
CCC,(x) = Ix). Assertion (b)follows by 2.3(a). 1 
3 
By the results ofthe previous section, the following will prove 
Theorem A. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let (G, N, t3) be a character triple with N nilpotent a d
let (H,, M,, cp,) and (H2, MZ, (p2) be quasiprimitive inductors for(G, N, 6). 
Then lH,( = IHzl. 
We need some preliminary results. 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let (H, M, cp) be a quasiprimitive character triple with M
nilpotent. Then M/Z(q) is abelian. 
Proof We may assume that cp is faithful so that Z(q) = Z(M). If As M 
is abelian with A 4 H, then qa is homogeneous and so A EZ(M). It 
follows that Z(M) is the unique largest abelian characteristic subgroup of
the nilpotent group M. We conclude that he nilpotence class of M is 
62. I 
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(3.3) LEMMA. Let N a G and suppose SE G with SN = G. Write 
S n N = D. Let (H, M, cp) be an inductor for (G, N, 0) and assume 8, is 
irreducible. Write V= H n S and L = M n S and z = (pL. Then 
(a) (V, L, z) is an inductor for (S, D, 0,) and IG:HI = IS: VI. 
(b) If N is nilpotent a d(H, M, cp) is quasiprimitive, hen (V, L, z) is 
quasiprimitive. 
Proof Since (~p”‘)~ is irreducible, t follows that MD = N and qMMn Dis 
irreducible and induces irreducibly to D. Now 
MnD=MnNnS=MnS=L 
and so z is irreducible and rD = 0,. Also, Vs H stabilizes cp and nor- 
malizes L and thus r= cpL is invariant i  V. To complete he proof of (a), 
we must show that DV=Sand Dn V=L and also that IG:HI=1S:V1. 
We have G= HN = HMD = HD and so S = (S n H) D = VD as required. 
Also, 
DnV=NnSnV=NnV=NnHnS=MnS=L. 
Furthermore, since G= HD = HS, we have I G : HI = IS: VI and (a) is 
proved. 
Now assume that N is nilpotent a d(H, M, cp) is quasiprimitive. Sup- 
pose W c L with Wa V. We must show that zw is homogeneous. Let
Z= Z(q). Then Z a H and by Lemma 3.2, M/Z is abelian sothat 
WZ a M. Now V c N( WZ) and hence WZ a MV. 
WehaveG=SN=VDN=VNandsoH=V(NnH)=VMandwecon- 
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elude that WZ 4 H. Since (H, M, cp) is quasiprimitive, we see that cp wz is 
homogeneous and we let /I be its unique irreducible constituent. Since all 
irreducible constituents of r w are constituents of pw, it suffices to show 
that /3 wis homogeneous. In fact, since /IE Irr( WZ) and in a representation 
corresponding to /I, the lements of Z are represented by scalar matrices, it 
follows that /Iw is irreducible. The proof is now complete 1 
(3.4) LEMMA. Suppose (H,, M, cp) and (H,, M, cp) are inductors for 
(G, N, 13). Then H, = H,. 
Proof Let H= (H,, Hz). Then H normalizes M and stabilizes cp. 
Since qN = 9 is irreducible, t follows that H n N = A4 and thus 1H: MI = 
IG:NI = IHj:Ml. We conclude that H, = H= HZ. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Work by induction on INI. If (say) M, = N, then 
(G, N, 0) = (H,, M,, cp,) is quasiprimitive and soby Corollary 2.4(b), we 
have H, = H, and there is nothing further toprove. Inparticular, ou  
induction s initialized and wemay assume Mi < N for i= 1, 2. Since N is 
nilpotent, we have (Mj)N <N and since Hinormalizes (Mi)N, we see that 
(M,)N u G. We can therefore choose subgroups KicN such that M, c Ki 
and NJK, is a chief factor fG. 
Write C(~= ((pi)K’ andTi= K,H, so that (Hi, Mi, cp,) is an inductor for 
(T,, Ki, cr,) which is, in turn, an inductor for (G, N, 0). 
Suppose K, = K,. Then IX, and ~1~ are irreducible constituents of 8,,and 
thus (cQ)“=cI, for some nE N. Replacing (H2, MZ, (p2) by a conjugate 
triple, w  may assume that ~1~ = ~1~. By Lemma 3.4 we conclude that 
T, = T2 and so the triples (Hi, M;, cp,) are each quasiprimitive nductors 
for (T,, K,, CI,). Since K, <N, the inductive hypothesis yields that 
I H, I = I H,I as desired. 
We may now suppose that K, #K,. We write D = K, n K, and observe 
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that since the N/K, are G-chief, we have K, K2 = N. Since (cc~)~ = 6 = (Q)~, 
we have 
It follows that (~i)~ and (Q)~ have a unique common irreducible con-
stituent y and y occurs with multiplicity 1 in each of (u~)~. 
Write S= T, n T2. Since S stabilizes bothc(, and ~1~ and these two 
characters together uniquely determine y, it follows that (S, D, y) is a 
character riple. W  claim that Sn Ki = D and SK, = T,. To see this, obser- 
ver that 
SnK,=T,nT,nK,=T,nK,=T,nNnK, 
=K,nK,=D 
and similarly Sn K2 = D. Also, 
G=NT2=K,K,T,=K,T, 
and so T, = K,( T1 n T,) = K, S and similarly T, = K, S. 
Suppose now that yN is irreducible. Then necessarily yK’ =CI, and by the 
results of the previous paragraph, we see that (S, D, y) is an inductor for 
each of ( Ti, Ki, ui). By Corollary 2.4(a), we can find some quasiprimitive 
inductor (H, M, cp) for (S, D, y). We now see that (H, M, cp) and 
(Hi, M,, cpi) are two quasiprimitive nductors for (T,, K,, a,) and also 
(H, M, cp) and (Hi, M,, (pZ) are two quasiprimitive inductors for 
(T2, K,, a*). Two applications of the inductive hypothesis y eld that 
1 H, 1 = /HI = ) H, 1 and we are done in this case. 
We may now assume that yN is not irreducible and so neither yK1 nor yK’ 
is irreducible. Now N/K, is a G-chief factor and since T,N = G, we see that 
N/K, is asimple T,-module. Since N/K, is T,-isomorphic to K,lD, we con- 
clude that K,/D is a chief factor fT,. Since [(a,),, y] = 1 and yK2 #c1*, it
follows by the “going down” theorem for abelian chief actors 
(Theorem 6.18 of [2]) that (c(~)~ = y. Similarly, of course, (M,)~ = y. 
We now wish to apply Lemma 3.3 with (T,, Kj, ai) in place of (G, N, 0) 
and (H,, M,, cp,) inplace of (H, M, cp). (Our present groups S and D will 
play the roles ofS and D in 3.3.) Inaddition to the hypothesis that (~l;)~ is 
irreducible, to apply 3.3 we need to check that SK, = T, and S n K, = D. 
These qualities havealready been established. 
Write V, = S n H, and Li = S n Mi and put 5; = ((P~)~,. By Lemma 3.3, we 
conclude that each (Vi, Li, zi) is a quasiprimitive nductor for (S, D, y) and 
that 1Ti:H,I = IS: Vii. By the inductive hypothesis, we have ( V,l = 1 I”21 and 
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therefore 1 T, :H, ) = ) T, : H,I. In this case, however, we have cx,( 1)= 
y(l)=cr,(l) and since (IX,)~= (Q)~, it follows that lN:K,l = IN:K,( and 
hence (G: T, 1 = IG: TJ. The result now follows. 1 
We close with aproof of Theorem B which we restate here. 
(3.5) THEOREM. Let N = F(G) and assume xN is irreducible for some 
character x of G. Then all primitive characters of ubgroups ofG which 
induce x have equal degrees. 
ProoJ: Let $” = x where II/ E Irr(H) and HE G. It suffices to show that 
$ is an N-relative stabilizer limit for x. Let A4 = H n N and cp =tiM. Since 
qN = ($G)N is irreducible, we have NH = G and so (H, A4, cp) is an inductor 
for (G, N, xN). It follows byProposition 2.3(a) that j ECCC,(X). Since II/ 
is primitive, t is an N-relative stabilizer limit, as desired. 1 
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